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Testing stock, ported and CJ 
460 cylinder heads on the dyno 

text and photography by Earl Davis 

Regular readers will remember our 
story ("CJs Maxed," December '93) on 
out-of-the-box and ported Motorsport 
Cobra Jet cylinder heads for the 460 big
block. The aluminum M-6O49-A429 cast
ings ran well, but thanks to a $2600 ready
to-run cost for a pair of fully-prewed and 
assembled heads, our dyno review caused 
some readers to slap us back to reality with 
a few well-taken letters to the editor. 

Collectively they said, "What about us 
regular guys who can only afford stock 
cast-iron heads? Why not port a set of stock 
429/460 heads?" An excellent question, 
and one we're happy to answer here, along 

with revisiting the CJ heads for compari
son. 

So, we have taken a pair of inexpensive 
factory production iron DOVE-C heads, 
dynoed them at JBA Racing Engines for a 
baseline, then taken them to their limits by 
porting the runners and installing oversized 
valves. To keep things in perspective, we 
also installed a pair of race-prepped A429 
<;:J heads on the dyno mule without making 
any other changes. The resulting A-B-C 
test, or stock vs. modified vs. A429 CJ 
heads produced some interesting data that 
should gladden the budget-minded. 

DOVE-C iron castings were the first 
mass-produced heads engineered for N
Code base 429 engines which means they 
are almost a common as rocks. Big-port 
Cobra Jet and Super Cobra Jet heads offer 
more performance potential but, as you'd 
guess, are rare and expensive. Engineered 
to deliver big low-rpm torque numbers at 
the expense of high-rpm horsepower, 
DOVE heads are durable, heavy and cheap. 
Pre-'73 versions are even factory equipped 
with screw-in rocker studs. Later 429/460 
heads were cast to accept pedestal mount
ed stamped-steel rocker arms like the base 
Cleveland, 351/4OOM and late model 5.0 
liter engines. DOVE heads installed before 
11/1/69 are equipped with fully-adjustable 
rocker studs while castings assembled after 

These dyno tests narrow down the performance value of race porting a pair 
of stock iron 429/460 cylinder heads. We first dyno tested a pair of stock 
iron heads, then without making any other changes, replaced them with a 
pair of ported heads equipped with larger valves. And, to see how the port
ed stockers stack up, we installed a pair of race-prepped Motorsport A429 
aluminum CJ heads on the 460 dyno mule, again without making any other 
changes. 

To ensure inculpable results, we acquired two pair of stock D0VE-C cast
ings. A good valve job and standard-size stainless steel valves and they 

were ready to run. 
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that date have positive stop non-adjustable 
studs. Although both are true screw-in 
rocker studs, we recommend replacing the 
stock studs with high-quality hardened 
steel aftermarket units for added reliabili
ty. 

Compared to the 2600 clams required 
for a pair of race-prepped A429 heads, JBA 
Racing Engines sells DOVE-C iron castings 
ported, machined and assembled with qual
ity hardware for around $1400 a pair. 
Although that price doesn't include guide, 
plates, rocker studs or shipping costs, it 
does include the bare castings. Thus a racer 
can save a little money by supplying his 
own used heads. 

But before spending· your vacation 
money on a pair of stock iron heads, we 
thought you would like to know how much 
performance you can realistically expect to 
gain bolting on a pair of fully-ported DOVE 
castings. Is it an exercise in futility com 
pared to the output of race-prepped alu
minum Cobra Jet heads? To find out, we 
strapped our 460 dyno mule to JBA Racing 
Engine's Superflow SF-9O1 dynamometer 
and spent the next two weeks exchanging 
cylinder heads and comparing data. 

JBA Racing Engines built our 460 dyno 
mule about two years ago starting with a 
'70 vintage 429-cid block. A longer stroke 
nodular iron 460 crank was substituted for 
the stock 429 crank after it was mag
nafluxed, deburred and micropolished, plus 
a set of TRW L24O4-F dished replacement 
pistons were fitted to the stock 6.6O5-inch 
connecting rods. Combining the piston's 
17cc dish with the stock, pre-1972 77cc 
combustion chambers, yielded a streetable 
9.4: I compression ratio. The reciprocating 
assembly was balanced and blueprinted for 
added durability. The resulting engine hID 
proved extremely durable during hundreds 
of dyno tests. Preventative explorations 
into the bearings and rings showed virtu
ally no wear. So much for the dyno mur
dering engines. 

It's common knowledge almost all Ford 
cylinder heads are exhaust restricted which 
means achieving a respectable exhaust-to
intake flow ratio is difficult at best and 
impossible in most cases. Base 429/460 
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